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1.

INT. CONVENTION CENTER HALLWAY - NIGHT
TED repacks boxes with promotional material as MAGGIE
wheels a small luggage rack full of boxes toward him.
She's staring at her cell phone.
Shit!

MAGGIE

She looks around and sees an outlet peeking out from the
edge of Ted's boxes.
MAGGIE (CONT’D)
Sorry - you mind if I...
She gestures with her power cord.
TED
What? Oh - sure. No problem.
He moves his boxes to the side.
Thank you.

MAGGIE

Ted slyly checks her out. She's worth checking out.
TED
You're... welcome.
Maggie notices the contents of Ted's boxes, then goes
back to her phone. She swipes and studies the screen.
TED (CONT’D)
Long day, huh?
MAGGIE
They always are.
TED
Yep. I... I hear that.
Ted goes back to packing. Maggie takes a breath and looks
back into Ted's boxes. She glances at him.
MAGGIE
You might want something bigger.
TED
Hmm? Oh, no - this should all fit. At
least it did this morning.
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MAGGIE
I don't know... if you're planning on
shoveling all that shit...
TED
Oh, snap. Look what you just did. You
totally got me there.
He looks into her boxes.
TED (CONT’D)
Yup. Score one for the liberal. Hey - at
least you're not going away empty handed.
Unlike your candidate.
MAGGIE
Really? You actually think you came out
on top?
TED
The exit polls were showing 57 to 43% in
favor of the good guy.
MAGGIE
Yeah - in a county that routinely votes
red. From where I'm standing 43 is far
from empty handed.
TED
But not enough to win.
MAGGIE
Not yet. Wait till the 14th when your guy
won't be allowed to just skim over his
war plans.
TED
You mean 'protection agenda.'
MAGGIE
The apple doesn't fall far from the tree.
Even if the apple tries to pretend he
isn't just another piece of rotten fruit.
TED
Oh, you've been working on that one for a
while - am I right? I will just never
understand how someone that smart can't
see the idiocy of working for a candidate
who's just promoting more liberal
fantasies.
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MAGGIE
Look, you're cute. You're probably not
completely stupid. And in term of
"Idiocracy" - I fear for the future of
our country as much as anyone. But
ultimately our little ideological duel is
pointless. Unfortunately for both of us
it seems that some people's brains are
wired to reject anything that goes
outside their comfort zone. Outside of
what they learned to be normal or safe.
Other people are far more willing to take
the road less traveled. Even if there
might be a tiger down that path. Because
you know what? There might not be. There
might actually be a new source of water
or food. Apparently from an evolutionary
standpoint it turned out to be most
advantageous to have both types of brains
in a tribe. So good luck...
Ted.

TED

MAGGIE
...Ted. But don't forget the tiger your
candidate's father led into the village.
And if you'll excuse me - I think I've
used up my quota of metaphors for one
day.
She exits.
TED
She said I'm cute.
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